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A GENERALIZED INTEGRABILITY
PROBLEM FOR G-STRUCTURES
ANDREA SANTI
Abstract. Given an rn-dimensional manifold ĂM equipped with a rG-
structure rpi : rP Ñ ĂM , there is a naturally induced G-structure
pi : P Ñ M on any submanifold M Ă ĂM that satisfies appropriate
regularity conditions. We study generalized integrability problems for
a given G-structure pi : P Ñ M , namely the questions of whether it
is locally equivalent to induced G-structures on regular submanifolds
of homogeneous rG-structures rpi : rP Ñ rH{ rK. If rpi : rP Ñ rH{ rK is flat
k-reductive we introduce a sequence of generalized curvatures taking val-
ues in appropriate cohomology groups and prove that the vanishing of
these curvatures are necessary and sufficient conditions for the solution
of the corresponding generalized integrability problems.
1. Introduction
LetM be an n-dimensional manifold and π : LpMq ÑM the linear frame
bundle of M , that is the GLnpRq-bundle of all linear frames u “ peiq of the
tangent spaces of M . We recall that, given a closed subgroup G Ă GLnpRq,
a G-structure on M is a G-reduction P of LpMq, a bundle formed by a
collection of linear frames with the property that any two of them u “ peiq,
u1 “ pe1iq at a point x PM satisfy an equality of the form
e1j “
nÿ
i“1
Aijei , for some A “ pA
i
jq P G
(see, e.g., [9, 22]). Any G-structure is naturally endowed with the so-called
soldering form ϑ : TP Ñ Rn, defined by ϑupvq “ pv
1, . . . , vnq, where the vi
are the components of the vector π˚pvq P TpipuqM w.r.t. the frame u “ peiq.
One of the simplest examples of a G-structure is given by the flat G-
structure P o on Rn, the collection of all linear frames peiq of the form
ei “
nÿ
j“1
A
j
i
B
Bxj
ˇˇˇˇ
x
, pAji q P G , px
iq “ standard coord. of Rn .
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An arbitrary G-structure π : P Ñ M is called (locally) integrable if it
satisfies the following: around any x PM there exists a local diffeomorphism
f : U Ñ Rn such that the bundle f˚pP |U q of pushed-forward frames coincides
with P o|fpUq. Equivalently one may say that P is locally integrable ifM can
be covered by charts ξ “ pyiq with the property that the coordinate frames
p B
Byi
ˇˇ
x
q are in P at all points. The problem of determining whether a given
G-structure π : P ÑM is integrable or not is usually called the integrability
problem. When G Ă GLnpRq is of finite type, such problem is completely
solvable. Indeed it turns out that, in this case, P is integrable if and only
if all elements of a special collection of G-equivariant maps in the Spencer
cohomology groups Hp,2pgq, g “ LiepGq, are trivial (see [7]).
Another natural construction of G-structures is the following. Let rπ :rP Ñ ĂM be a rG-structure on a manifold ĂM of dimension rn “ n ` m and
M Ă ĂM a submanifold of dimension n. We say that M is rP -regular if the
collection of frames u P rP that are adapted to M (i.e. with x “ rπpuq P M
and the first n vectors tangent to M) constitutes a principal bundle π7 “rπ|P7 : P7 ÑM with structure group
G7 “
" rA “ ˆA B
0 D
˙
P rG | A size nˆ n* . (1.1)
Note that the quotient G7{N7 of G7 by the closed and normal subgroup
N7 “
" rA “ ˆI B
0 D
˙
P rG * (1.2)
is isomorphic to G “
!
A P GLnpRq |A “ upper left block of some rA P G7).
If M Ă ĂM is rP -regular, the quotient bundle π : P “ P7{N7 Ñ M with
structure group G “ G7{N7 is naturally identifiable with the G-structure on
M given by the frames formed by the first n vectors of the adapted frames.
We call it G-structure induced by rP ; its frames u P P are the induced frames.
First examples of such induced structures are the orthonormal frame bundles
of n-dimensional submanifolds of the flat Riemannian manifold Rn`m.
Now, given a G-structure π : P Ñ M and an homogeneous rG-structurerπ : rP Ñ ĂM on a manifold of dimension rn “ n `m, one may ask whether
around any x P M there is a local embedding f : U Ă M Ñ ĂM such that
fpUq is rP -regular and the pushed-forward bundle f˚pP |U q is the G-structure
induced by rP . If this occurs, we say that f is a pP, rP q-regular embedding
and that P is locally immersible into pĂM, rP q (shortly, immersible in rP ).
By analogy with the classical integrability problem, we call the question on
existence of such local immersions the generalized integrability problem.
A crucial tool to deal with a given generalized integrability problem is
provided by the following theorem.
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Let ĂM “ rH{ rK be an rn-dimensional homogeneous manifold with effective
action and rπ : rP Ñ ĂM one of its associated homogeneous rG-structures.
Each of them is a subbundle rP Ă LpĂM q given by all frames of an orbit in
LpĂMq of the group of diffeomorphisms rH Ă DiffpĂMq (see §2.1 for details).
Let also rh “ Liep rHq, rk “ Liep rKq and denote by rp : rh Ñ rh{rk » ToĂM ,
o “ e rK, the canonical projection onto rh{rk. In the following, the space ToĂM
is identified with Rrn by means of a linear frame uo P rP |o.
Theorem 1.1. Let π : P ÑM be a G-structure on an n-dimensional man-
ifold M with soldering form ϑ “ pϑ1, . . . , ϑnq. Then P is locally immersible
in pĂM “ rH{ rK, rP q if and only if
a) G » G7{N7, where G7, N7 Ă rG are as in (1.1) and (1.2) respectively;
b) for any local section s : U Ă M Ñ P , there exists an rh-valued local
1-form ω on M which satisfiesrp ˝ ω “ ps˚ϑ1, . . . , s˚ϑn, 0, . . . , 0q (1.3)
and
dω `
1
2
rω, ωs “ 0 . (1.4)
Furthermore, if pbq holds for a given section s : U Ñ P , then it holds for
any other section on the same open set U .
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is simple. The necessity is a consequence of
the fact that, if there is the required immersion f : U Ă M Ñ ĂM , one can
pull-back the Maurer-Cartan form ̟ of rH on M and obtain a 1-form ω that
satisfies (1.3) and (1.4). The sufficiency is obtained by an appropriate use
of Frobenius’ Theorem (see §2).
Theorem 1.1 gives an unified approach for determining complete sets of
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of local immersions into
homogeneous spaces. To have a flavour of the meaning of equations (1.3) and
(1.4), consider the case where there is a reductive decomposition rh “ rk` rm
and two decompositions rk “ g ` gK and rm “ m ` mK into the direct sum
of modules for the adjoint action of g “ LiepGq. In this case the rh-valued
1-form ω has the form
ω “ ωg ` ωg
K
` ωm ` ωm
K
and condition (1.3) means that ωm coincides with s˚ϑ while ωm
K
vanishes.
At the same time, condition (1.4) corresponds to the existence of a 1-form
ω
rk “ ωg ` ωgK satisfying the system of equations
rωg, ωms ` rωg
K
, ωms “ ´dωm ´
1
2
rωm, ωmsrm ,
dωg ` dωg
K
`
1
2
rωg, ωgs ` rωg, ωg
K
s `
1
2
rωg
K
, ωg
K
s “ ´
1
2
rωm, ωmsrk .
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In the case of isometric immersions into spaces of constant curvature, these
equations turn out to be equivalent to the classical Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci
equations and the property that they are the only obstructions to be satisfied
is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.1 and of its main corollaries (see §5.1).
In general, equation (1.4) is quite involved. But, if rh “ řk´1p“´1 rhp is a
(quasi-)graded Lie algebra of depth 1, it splits into a sequence of equations
that can be solved with an iterative process (see §3.1 and §3.2). Further, ifrP is integrable and of finite type, in analogy with the results in [7] there is a
sequence of locally defined maps on U ĂM which take values in appropriate
cohomology groups and vanish if and only if condition (b) of Theorem 1.1 is
satisfied, i.e. if and only if the generalized integrability problem is solvable
(see Theorem 3.4). These maps are called essential pG, rGq-curvatures and
they generalize, for instance, the classical Riemannian curvature in the inte-
grability problem of Riemannian metrics. Under appropriate cohomological
conditions, the essential pG, rGq-curvatures are maps which are globally well-
defined on the total space of π : P ÑM and G7-equivariant (see Proposition
4.2 and Theorem 4.3).
Several applications of the general theory of rG-structures rπ : rP Ñ ĂM and
the G-structures π : P Ñ M induced on rP -regular submanifolds M Ă ĂM
are considered in §5. There we first obtain in a unified fashion the classical
Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations for the isometric immersions of a Riemannian
manifold pM,gq into Euclidean spaces, spheres and hyperbolic spaces. Then
we consider the case of local conformal immersions of pM,gq into spheres
and get a new proof for Akivis’ theorem on existence of such immersions
([1, 2]). Additional new results on this topic are also given. Finally we show
how the general results yield the classical result by Andreotti and Hill on
the existence of CR local embeddings of CR manifolds in Crn ([5]) and we
discuss the theorem on the existence of local CR quaternionic embeddings
of an almost CR quaternionic manifold in HPrn that we prove in [18].
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we give the basic definitions
and properties of homogeneous rG-structures and induced G-structures and
prove Theorem 1.1. In §3 we consider the case of (quasi-)graded Lie algebras,
describe the above mentioned iterative process and prove Theorem 3.4, the
main result of this section. In §4 and §5 we restrict to local immersions in
flat 2-reductive rG-structures and present the previously mentioned examples
of applications.
Before concluding, we have to mention that a general study of the gen-
eralized integrability problem was also done by Rosly and Schwarz in [16].
In fact, this paper was strongly inspired by that one. There, the authors
considered immersions into integrable rG-structures of finite type, estabil-
ished Theorem 1.1 and determined a finite sequence of obstructions. Main
novelties of this paper with respect to [16] are the proof of Theorem 1.1 in
coordinate-free language, which allows immediate extensions to the case of
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local immersions into homogeneous manifolds, and the introduction of a new
sequence of cohomology groups and the corresponding essential curvatures.
Note that this new setting can also be easily adapted to deal with other kind
of G-structures, as for instance those of higher order (see [19]). We also re-
mark that the essential curvatures considered in this paper are in general
different from Rosly and Schwarz’ curvatures and actually determine a set
of obstructions which completes the one presented in [16] (see Remark 5.2).
Acknowledgements. Part of this work was done while the author was a
post-doc at the University of Parma. The author would like to thank the
Mathematics Department and in particular A. Tomassini and C. Medori for
support and ideal working conditions. The author is also grateful to A. Spiro
for useful discussions on various aspects of this paper and to the anonymous
referee for his helpful comments and suggestions.
2. G-structures immersible into homogeneous rG-structures
2.1. Homogeneous G-structures. LetM “ H{K be an n-dimensional homo-
geneous manifold with an effective action. We throughout assume that H
is connected and simply connected and K connected. For any h P H, we
denote by Lh P DiffpMq the corresponding left action.
Given a frame uo “ peiq P LpMq at o “ eK, let
P “ H ¨ uo “ th ¨ uo :“ pLh˚eiq , h P Hu Ă LpMq
be the H-orbit of uo. One gets in this way a reduction π : P ÑM of LpMq,
which we call the homogeneous G-structure associated with M “ H{K.
Note that if K1 is the kernel of the isotropy representation
K Ñ GLpToMq , k ÞÑ Lk˚|o ,
then the map h ÞÑ h ¨ uo determines a natural bundle isomorphism between
H{K1 ÑM “ H{K and the G-structure π : P ÑM , with G » K{K1.
From now on, we assume a fixed choice of uo and tacitly use it to identify
ToM with R
n and π : P Ñ M with H{K1 Ñ H{K. Then, if we consider
the canonical projections
π1 : H Ñ P “ H{K1 , p : h Ñ h{k » ToM ,
the soldering form ϑ of P can be determined from the Maurer-Cartan form
̟ of H as the unique Rn-valued 1-form which satisfies
π˚1ϑ “ p ˝̟ . (2.1)
In the following, we define homogeneous G-structure any pair pH{K,P q
consisting of an homogeneous manifold M “ H{K and a fixed associ-
ated homogeneous G-structure P . Further, an homogeneous G-structure
pH 1{K 1, P 1q is defined extension of pH{K,P q if H 1{K 1 is locally diffeomor-
phic to H{K, P 1 locally equivalent to P as a G-structure and h “ LiepHq
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is a proper subalgebra of h1 “ LiepH 1q with k “ h X k1. The homogeneous
G-structure pH{K,P q is inextendible if it does not admit any extension.
As mentioned in the introduction, Theorem 1.1 fully characterizes im-
mersible G-structures. Before the proof, we give a simple characterization
of rP -regular submanifolds, which hold for any (not necessarily homogeneous)rG-structure rπ : rP Ñ ĂM .
Lemma 2.1. A submanifold M Ă ĂM is rP -regular if and only if for any
x P M there exists an adapted frame u at x. In this case the principal
bundle π7 : P7 ÑM is a G7-reduction of rP |M with G7 as in (1.1).
This lemma is proved by first checking the existence of local smooth sec-
tions of rP |M taking values in P7 and then applying Lemma 1 in [11, p. 84].
We omit the details for the sake of brevity.
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let f : U Ă M Ñ ĂM be a pP, rP q-regular em-
bedding, which we use to identify U with a submanifold of ĂM and P |U
with the induced G-structure. Without loss of generality we may assume
U to be contractible, consider a local section s7 : U Ñ P7 of the sub-
bundle P7 Ă rP |U and the corresponding section s : U Ñ P of P in-
duced via the identification P » P7{N7. By local triviality of the fibration
π˜1 : rH Ñ rP “ rH{ rK1, we may also pick a local section rs : U Ñ rH|U sat-
isfying rπ1 ˝ rs “ s7. The situation is summarized by the following diagram:
rH|U
❄rP |U “ rH{ rK1|U
❄
U Ă ĂM “ rH{ rK
P7
❍❍❍❍❥
P “ P7{N7
❍❍❍❍❥
✲
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rπ1
rπ rs
s7
π
s
✝
✞
Let ω “ rs˚̟, where ̟ is the Maurer-Cartan form of rH. Then equation
(1.3) is checked observing that
rp ˝ ω “ rs˚prp ˝̟q “ rs˚prπ˚1 rϑq “ s˚7 rϑ “ ps˚ϑ1, . . . , s˚ϑn, 0, . . . , 0q ,
where the second equality follows from (2.1) applied to the soldering formrϑ of rP and the last equality is a direct consequence of definitions of solder-
ing 1-forms and induced G-structures. The equation (1.4) follows from the
Maurer-Cartan equation of ̟.
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Conversely, let ω be a 1-form satisfying (1.3), (1.4) and consider the 1-form
ω´̟ on the product Uˆ rH with the associated distribution D Ă T pUˆ rHq
of rank n, defined by
D “ Y
yPUˆ rHDy , Dy “ Kerpω ´̟q|y .
Using (1.4), one checks that D is involutive, hence integrable by Frobenius’
Theorem. For a chosen x P U , an integral leaf through the point px, eq is
the graph of a unique local map rs : U Ñ rH with ω “ rs˚̟ and rspxq “ e.
We now claim that, by possibly taking a smaller U , the map
f “ rπ ˝ rπ1 ˝ rs : U ĂM Ñ ĂM
is a pP, rP q-regular embedding. Using (1.3), one sees that f˚|x is injective
so that f is a local embedding around x. Moreover, given the section s7 :“rπ1 ˝ rs : U Ñ rP |U of rP |U , we may consider the G7-reduction
P7 “ ts7pxq ¨ rA : x P U , rA P G7u Ă rP |U .
By (2.1) and (1.3), we get
s˚7
rϑ “ rs˚rπ˚1 rϑ “ rp ˝ prs˚̟q “ rp ˝ ω “ ps˚ϑ1, . . . , s˚ϑn, 0, . . . , 0q .
This relation between the soldering forms rϑ, ϑ of rP and P , respectively, says
that f is pP, rP q-regular with bundle of adapted frames isomorphic with P7.
Since we just proved that the existence of solutions to (1.3) and (1.4) for a
given section s : U Ñ P is equivalent to local immersibility of P (a property
clearly independent on the choice of s), the last claim of the theorem follows
immediately. 
Remark 2.2. Let p rH 1{ rK 1, rP 1q be a proper extension of the homogeneousrG-structure p rH{ rK, rP q. Since any rh-valued 1-form is an rh1-valued 1-form
satisfying additional conditions, the equations (1.3) and (1.4) on rh-valued 1-
forms are equivalent to the system on rh1-valued 1-forms given by (1.3), (1.4)
and such constraints. On the other hand, since rP 1 » rP , Theorem 1.1 implies
that there is an rh-valued solution of (1.3) and (1.4) if and only if there is anrh1-valued solution. Due to this, inextendible homogeneous rG-structures are
more appropriate than the extendible ones for determining minimal sets of
obstructions for a given generalized integrability problem.
3. k-reductive rG-structures and pG, rGq-curvatures
3.1. k-reductive G-structures. We recall that a Lie algebra h is a graded Lie
algebra of depth 1 and height k (shortly, graded Lie algebra of height k) if it
admits a direct sum decomposition of vector spaces
h “
k´1ÿ
p“´1
hp (3.1)
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such that
rhr, hss Ă hr`s for all r, s, (3.2)
where hr`s “ t0u for r ` s R t´1, 0, . . . , k ´ 1u. If a Lie algebra h admits a
vector space decomposition (3.1) and satisfies (3.2) only when r ` s ě ´1,
we call it quasi-graded of height k.
Note that any Lie algebra g can be considered as a quasi-graded Lie
algebra of height k “ 0, while the quasi-graded Lie algebras of height k “ 1
coincide with the Lie algebras endowed with a reductive decomposition.
The n-dimensional homogeneous spaces M “ H{K with an effective ac-
tion, quasi-graded Lie algebra h “ LiepHq of height k and isotropy subalge-
bra
k “ LiepKq “
k´1ÿ
p“0
hp
are called k-reductive; they have been considered by I. L. Kantor ([8, 4]) as
natural generalizations of reductive homogeneous spaces. In this case
dim h´1 “ dimph{kq “ n and
for any X P hp, p ě 0 , rX, h´1s “ 0 implies X “ 0 ,
by transitivity and effectiveness of the action of H on M .
We call k-reductive G-structure any homogeneous G-structure pH{K,P q
associated with a k-reductive space H{K. Under an identification h{k » Rn
given by a given frame uo of P |o, the Lie algebra g Ă glnpRq of the structure
group G of P is identifiable with h0.
When h is a graded Lie algebra, it is known that pH{K,P q is locally
identifiable with the flat G-structure on Rn, i.e. it is locally integrable.
We call it flat k-reductive G-structure. Its Lie algebra h “
řk´1
p“´1 h
p is a
subalgebra of the maximal prolongation of h0 Ă glnpRq, defined as follows.
Definition 3.1. The maximal transitive prolongation of a subalgebra h0 of
glnpRq is the maximal graded Lie algebra
h8 “
8ÿ
p“´1
hp8 ,
with h´18 “ R
n, h08 “ h
0 and satisfying the following two properties:
1) the adjoint action of h08 on h
´1
8 is the standard action of h
0 on Rn,
2) for any X P hp8, p ě 0, if rX, h
´1
8 s “ 0 then X “ 0.
It is known that the maximal prolongation h8 is uniquely determined by
the algebra h´1 ` h0 Ă Rn ` glnpRq and it might be infinite-dimensional.
When it is finite-dimensional, the Lie algebra g “ h0 is called of finite type.
Accordingly, also the G-structures with Lie algebras LiepGq “ g are called
of finite type (for further details, see e.g. [9, Ch. 1]).
A flat k-reductive G-structure pH{K,P q, with P of finite-type and h equal
to its maximal prolongation h “ h8 “
řk´1
p“´1 h
p
8 is inextendible (this follows
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from Sternberg prolongation theory of bundles, see [22]). Further, one can
check that the following holds (see [8, Thms. 17-18]): if an homogeneous
space H 1{K 1 admits an invariant Cartan connection modelled on H{K and
is of maximal dimension (that is dimH 1 “ dimH) then:
´ H 1{K 1 is k-reductive,
´ LiepH 1q is a quasi-graded Lie algebra with underlying graded vector
space isomorphic to h,
´ LiepK 1q » LiepKq “
řk´1
p“0 h
p
8.
First examples of such homogeneous spaces and their associated k-reductive
G-structures pH 1{K 1, P 1q are the three simply connected Riemannian mani-
folds of constant curvature and their orthonormal frame bundles (see §5.1).
3.2. Immersible G-structures of order p and associated pG, rGq-curvatures.
Let p rH{ rK, rP q be a k-reductive rG-structure on an rn-dimensional homo-
geneous manifold ĂM “ rH{ rK and π : P Ñ M a G-structure on an n-
dimensional manifold M with soldering form ϑ “ pϑ1, . . . , ϑnq, where G is
isomorphic to G7{N7 with G7, N7 Ă rG as in (1.1) and (1.2).
Combining Theorem 1.1 with the decomposition rh “ řk´1p“´1 rhp, one gets
that P is locally immersible in rP if and only if, for any local section s : U Ă
M Ñ P of P , there exist k ` 1 1-forms
ωp : TU Ñ rhp , ´1 ď p ď k ´ 1 ,
with
ω´1 “ ps˚ϑ1, . . . , s˚ϑn, 0, . . . , 0q (3.3)
and the others satisfying the system of k ` 1 equations
dωp´1`
1
2
p´1ÿ
r“0
rωr, ωp´1´rs`
1
2
rω´1, ω´1s
rhp´1 “ ´rω´1, ωps , 0 ď p ď k´ 1 ,
dωk´1 `
1
2
k´1ÿ
r“0
rωr, ωk´1´rs `
1
2
rω´1, ω´1s
rhk´1 “ 0 , (3.4)
where we denoted by p¨q
rhr the natural projection onto the subspace rhr of rh.
We stress the fact that, if (3.3) and (3.2) hold for a choice of s, then
they hold for any other section of P on the same open set U . The very
same property is also shared by the subsystem of equations which consists
of (3.3) and just the first p equations of (3.2) for some p ă k ` 1. Due to
this, in order to simplify the quest for solutions, it is always advisable to
make a choice for the section s (from which the associated 1-form ω´1 is
always uniquely determined by (3.3)) that makes the explicit expression of
(3.3) as simple as possible (see for instance, §5.2).
All this motivates the following:
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Definition 3.2. The G-structure P is defined locally immersibile into
p rH{ rK, rP q to order p if, around any point, it admits a local section s and
forms ω´1, . . . , ωp´1 which satisfy (3.3) and the first p equations of (3.2).
Any p` 1-tuple ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q as above is called admissible.
Let P be immersible to order p and ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q an admissible tuple.
Let also V “ Rrn » rh´1 and denote by W » Rn the n-dimensional subspace
of V which corresponds to the vanishing of the last rn ´ n standard coordi-
nates of Rrn. For any integer r “ 0, 1, . . . , p we define annihilator of level r
in rhp´1 the subspace of rhp´1 given by
cp´1r “
!
X P rhp´1 | r. . . rrX,w1s, w2s . . . , wrs “ 0 for all w1, . . . , wr PW) .
For instance cp´10 “ 0 and c
p´1
1 is the centralizer of W in
rhp´1. We also set
c
p´1
p`1 :“
rhp´1 and consider the increasing filtration of rhp´1 given by
0 “ cp´10 Ă c
p´1
1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă c
p´1
r Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă c
p´1
p Ă c
p´1
p`1 “
rhp´1 .
Let p1r :
rhp´1 Ñ rhp´1{cp´1r be the natural projection. We define pG, rGq-
curvature of level r and order p ` 1 associated with ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q therhp´1{cp´1r -valued 2-form on the domain of s given by
pΩp´1r “ p1r ˝ pdωp´1 ` 12
p´1ÿ
s“0
rωs, ωp´1´ss `
1
2
rω´1, ω´1s
rhp´1q . (3.5)
For any r “ 0, 1, . . . , p we fix a subspace cp´1Kr complementary to c
p´1
r in
c
p´1
r`1. One gets in this way a vector space direct sum decomposition
rhp´1 “ pà
s“0
cp´1Ks , where c
p´1
r “
r´1à
s“0
cp´1Ks , (3.6)
which determines a corresponding projection p2r :
rhp´1 Ñ cp´1Kr . We define
complementary pG, rGq-curvature of level r and order p ` 1 associated with
ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q and the decomposition (3.6) the cp´1Kr -valued 2-form on the
domain of s given by
rΩp´1r “ p2r ˝ pdωp´1 ` 12
p´1ÿ
s“0
rωs, ωp´1´ss `
1
2
rω´1, ω´1s
rhp´1q . (3.7)
Finally, we define total pG, rGq-curvature of order p ` 1 associated with
ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q the rhp´1-valued 2-form on the domain of s given by
Ωp´1 “ dωp´1 `
1
2
p´1ÿ
r“0
rωr, ωp´1´rs `
1
2
rω´1, ω´1s
rhp´1 .
We observe that for any fixed choice of a decomposition (3.6) as above,rhp´1{cp´1r is naturally identified with pà
s“r
cp´1Ks and the total curvature is
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the sum
Ωp´1 “ pΩp´1r ` r´1ÿ
s“0
rΩp´1s
of the curvature of level r and the complementary curvatures of lower levels.
The question whether a given G-structure P is locally immersible in rP is
therefore solvable by the following iterative procedure. First, fix a section
s : U Ă M Ñ P and set ω´1 “ ps˚ϑ1, . . . , s˚ϑn, 0, . . . , 0q. Secondly, look
for an rh0-valued 1-form ω0 which solves the first equation of (3.2). Such
equation is purely algebraic in ω0 and, using the total pG, rGq-curvature
Ω´1, can be written as
rω´1, ω0s “ ´Ω´1 .
If there exists a solution ω0, P is immersible to order 1. We may then
compute the total pG, rGq-curvature Ω0 and look for a rh1-valued 1-form ω1
solution to the next (algebraic) equation
rω´1, ω1s “ ´Ω0 ,
and so on. In the final step, we have that P is immersible if and only if
there exists a choice of an admissible k ` 1-tuple ps, ω0, . . . , ωk´1q whose
associated total pG, rGq-curvature Ωk´1 vanishes identically.
These operations shows that, at the pth-step, the immersibility to the
higher order depends on an algebraic obstruction, corresponding to the
pointwise solvability of the non-homogeneous linear equation
rω´1, ωps “ ´Ωp´1
in the unknown ωp. Moreover, using the pG, rGq-curvatures of level r and the
complementary curvatures, such equation splits for any r “ 0, 1, . . . , p into
the system of r equations
p1r ˝ rω
´1, ωps “ ´pΩp´1r and
p2s ˝ rω
´1, ωps “ ´rΩp´1s for any s “ 0, . . . , r ´ 1 .
We respectively call them equation of level r and complementary equations
of levels 0, . . . , r ´ 1. We remark that the equation of level r depends just
on p1r ˝ ω
p and not on the entire 1-form ωp.
3.3. Immersible G-structures and flat k-reductive rG-structures. When
p rH{ rK, rP q is flat k-reductive the algebraic conditions on the total pG, rGq-
curvature Ωp´1 and its components pΩp´1r of level r can be expressed in
cohomological terms. For this, we need the following.
Lemma 3.3. If p rH{ rK, rP q is flat k-reductive, the total pG, rGq-curvature
associated with an admissible tuple ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q satisfies the generalized
Bianchi identity rω´1,Ωp´1s “ 0. In particular its component of level r
satisfies p1r ˝ rω
´1, pΩp´1r s “ 0.
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Proof. Since ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q is admissible and rh´1 is abelian one has
dωr `
1
2
rÿ
s“0
rωs, ωr´ss “ ´rω´1, ωr`1s , for all ´ 1 ď r ď p´ 2 .
Applying d to both sides when r “ p´ 2 one gets
0 “ ´dpdωp´2q “
1
2
p´2ÿ
r“0
drωr, ωp´2´rs ` drω´1, ωp´1s .
This equality together with admissibility of ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q yields
0 “
1
2
p´2ÿ
r“0
rdωr, ωp´2´rs ´
1
2
p´2ÿ
r“0
rωr, dωp´2´rs ` rdω´1, ωp´1s ´ rω´1, dωp´1s
“
p´2ÿ
r“´1
rdωr, ωp´2´rs ´ rω´1, dωp´1s
“ ´
1
2
p´2ÿ
r“0
rÿ
s“0
rrωs, ωr´ss, ωp´2´rs ´
p´2ÿ
r“´1
rrω´1, ωr`1s, ωp´2´rs ´ rω´1, dωp´1s.
On the other hand, it is not difficult to see
p´2ÿ
r“0
rÿ
s“0
rrωs, ωr´ss, ωp´2´rs “ 0
and
p´2ÿ
r“´1
rrω´1, ωr`1s, ωp´2´rs “
1
2
p´2ÿ
r“´1
rω´1, rωr`1, ωp´2´rss
“
1
2
p´1ÿ
s“0
rω´1, rωs, ωp´1´sss ,
so that 0 “ ´
1
2
p´1ÿ
s“0
rω´1, rωs, ωp´1´sss ´ rω´1, dωp´1s “ ´rω´1,Ωp´1s.
It remains to prove the second part of the lemma. From rω´1,Ωp´1s “ 0
one first infers p1r ˝ rω
´1,Ωp´1s “ 0. Since adwpc
p´1
r q Ă c
p´2
r´1 Ă c
p´2
r for all
w P W , the claim follows directly from the fact that ω´1 is W -valued. 
This lemma suggests to consider the following differential complex. For
any non-negative integers r, p and q we set
C0,qr p
rh,W q :“ V b ΛqW ˚ , Cp`1,qr prh,W q :“ prhp{cprq b ΛqW ˚ .
Consider the generalized Spencer operator B : Cp,qr prh,W q Ñ Cp´1,q`1r prh,W q
given by
Bcpw1, . . . , wq`1q :“
q`1ÿ
i“1
p´1qip1r ˝ rcpw1, . . . , wi´1, wˆi, wi`1, . . . , wq`1q, wis
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for any c P Cp,qr prh,W q and w1, . . . , wq`1 P W . One can directly check that
B2 “ 0 and consider the corresponding differential complex
¨ ¨ ¨
B
ÝÑ Cp`1,q´1r p
rh,W q BÝÑ Cp,qr prh,W q BÝÑ Cp´1,q`1r prh,W q BÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Let Zp,qr prh,W q and Bp,qr prh,W q be the spaces of pp, qq-cocycles and pp, qq-
coboundaries of this complex and set
Hp,qr p
rh,W q “ Zp,qr prh,W q{Bp,qr prh,W q .
We call it pp, qq-cohomology group of level r.
The following theorem extends Guillemin’s results on the integrability
problem for G-structures (see [7]) to the generalized integrability problem.
Theorem 3.4. Let p rH{ rK, rP q be a flat k-reductive rG-structure on an ho-
mogeneous manifold ĂM “ rH{ rK of dimension rn and π : P Ñ M a G-
structure on a manifold M of dimension n with G isomorphic to G7{N7,
where G7, N7 Ă rG are as in (1.1) and (1.2).
Assume also that P is locally immersible in rP to order p and, for any
admissible tuple ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q on some open set U Ă M , use the frames
sx, x P U , to identify the tangent spaces TxM with W . Then
i) for any admissible ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q, the associated total pG, rGq-curvature
tensors Ωp´1|x P rhp´1 b Λ2T ˚xM » Cp,2prh,W q satisfy
BpΩp´1|xq “ 0 (3.8)
and BppΩp´1r |xq “ 0 for all projections pΩp´1r |x P Cp,2r prh,W q, 1 ď r ď p;
ii) P is locally immersible in rP to order p`1 if and only if, around any point
xo, there exists an admissible tuple ps, ω
0, . . . , ωp´1q such that rΩp´1|xs P
Hp,2prh,W q is zero at any x where it is defined.
Proof. (i) We first observe that given an admissible tuple ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q
on U ĂM , any local rhs-valued q-form is naturally identified with a map from
U to Cs´1,qprh,W q. The equation (3.8) is then a consequence of definitions,
Lemma 3.3 and the fact that ω´1 “ ps˚ϑ1, . . . , s˚ϑn, 0, . . . , 0q while the last
claim follows from the fact that the natural projection from Cp,qprh,W q to
C
p,q
r prh,W q is a morphism of differential complexes.
(ii) We recall that P is locally immersible in rP to order p ` 1 if and
only if, around any point xo, there is an admissible tuple ps, ω
0, . . . , ωp´1q
with associated total pG, rGq-curvature Ωp´1 and a smooth map ωp : U Ñ
Cp`1,1prh,W q such that Bωp “ ´Ωp´1. If this is the case, the class
rΩp´1|xs P H
p,2prh,W q is zero at any point. Conversely if rΩp´1|xs is con-
stantly zero then, at any fixed point x, there is an ωpx P Cp`1,1prh,W q with
Bωpx “ ´Ωp´1|x. Standard arguments yield that there exists a smooth rhp-
valued 1-form ωp on U such that Bωp “ ´Ωp´1. 
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In view of this result we define essential pG, rGq-curvature of order p ` 1
the map
Rp`1 : U Ñ Hp,2prh,W q , Rp`1x :“ rΩp´1|xs .
It may be considered as a generalization of the pp ` 1qth-order structure
function introduced in [7] for the classical integrability problem.
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.4.
Corollary 3.5. Let p rH{ rK, rP q be a flat k-reductive rG-structure for the
graded Lie algebra rh and π : P ÑM a G-structure with G » G7{N7. Then
i) if P is immersible to order p in rP but there exist xo PM and r ě 0
such that rpΩp´1r |xos ‰ 0 for any admissible tuple ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q
then P is not immersible to order p` 1;
ii) if Hp,2prh,W q “ 0 for all p ě 0 then P is locally immersible in rP .
4. Immersions into flat 2-reductive rG-structures
We now restrict to the case of flat 2-reductive rG-structures and p rH{ rK, rP q
always denotes a rG-structure of this kind (hence with rh “ rh´1`rh0`rh1). We
remark that any flat homogeneous rG-structure with rG Ă GLpV q irreducible
on V and of finite type is either 1-reductive or 2-reductive and that, in the
second case, rh is always determined by a grading of depth 1 of a simple Lie
algebra. For the classification of flat 2-reductive rG-structures see [10, 14].
Definition 4.1. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-structure with G » G7{N7. Two
admissible tuples ps, ω0q and ps1, ω10q on the same U ĂM are strongly equiv-
alent if s “ s1 and ω10 “ ω0 ` rω´1,̟1s for some rh1-valued function ̟1.
This definition is motivated by the fact that the essential curvatures of
two strongly equivalent tuples are necessarily the same. This can be checked
as follows. Let ps, ω0q, ps, ω10q be strongly equivalent. By definitions, (3.3)
and admissibility, one has ω´1 “ ω1´1, Ω´1 “ Ω1´1 and
Ω´1 “ ´rω´1, ω0s “ ´rω´1, ω10s . (4.1)
From this and strong equivalence it follows that
Ω10 “ dω10 `
1
2
rω10, ω10s
“ Ω0 ` drω´1,̟1s ` rω0, rω´1,̟1ss `
1
2
rrω´1,̟1s, rω´1,̟1ss
“ Ω0 ` rΩ´1,̟1s ´ rω´1, d̟1s
` rω0, rω´1,̟1ss `
1
2
rω´1, r̟1, rω´1,̟1ss
(4.1)
“ Ω0 ´ rω´1, ǫ1s
with ǫ1 “ d̟1 ` rω0,̟1s `
1
2
rrω´1,̟1s,̟1s ,
(4.2)
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hence rΩ0s “ rΩ10s.
We also remark that if H1,1prh,W q “ 0 two tuples ps, ω0q and ps1, ω10q on
the same contractible U are strongly equivalent if and only if s “ s1. Indeed
if s “ s1 equation (4.1) holds and ω10 ´ ω0 is closed, hence exact.
A similar argument shows that whenH2,1prh,W q “ 0 (that is Z2,1prh,W q “
0 since rh2 “ 0) two admissible tuples ps, ω0, ω1q and ps1, ω10, ω11q are equal
if and only if s “ s1 and ω0 “ ω10.
In the following π : P ÑM is a G-structure with G » G7{N7, G7, N7 Ă rG
as in (1.1), (1.2). Furthermore, for any admissible tuple ps, ω0q of P , we
denote by Aps,ω0q the set of all admissible tuples ps
1, ω10, ω11q with s1 “ s
and ω10 “ ω0 and by R the map which associates to any tuple in Aps,ω0q the
corresponding total curvature,
R : Aps,ω0q Ñ C
8pU , Z2,2prh,W qq , Rpps, ω0, ω1qq :“ Ω1 . (4.3)
The following proposition shows that one can interchange any two strongly
equivalent tuples in the analysis of the obstructions to the generalized inte-
grability problem.
Proposition 4.2. Let ps, ω0q and ps1, ω10q be two strongly equivalent tuples
and R and R1 the associated maps defined in (4.3). Then
RpAps,ω0qq “ R
1pAps1,ω10qq .
Proof. Let ̟1 be a 1-form satisfying ω10 “ ω0 ` rω´1,̟1s and ǫ1 as in
(4.2). We observe that ω1 is a solution of Ω0 “ ´rω´1, ω1s if and only if
ω11 “ ω1 ` ǫ1 is a solution of Ω10 “ ´rω1´1, ω11s. This shows that the map
T : Aps,ω0q Ñ Aps1,ω10q T pps, ω
0, ω1qq :“ ps1, ω10, ω1 ` ǫ1q
is a bijection. Hence the claim is proved if we can show that the total
curvature Ω11 of T ps, ω0, ω1q is equal to the total curvature Ω1 of ps, ω0, ω1q.
By construction, standard properties of Lie algebra valued differential forms
and the identities Ω´1 “ ´rω´1, ω0s and Ω0 “ ´rω´1, ω1s
Ω11 “ dω11 ` rω10, ω11s
“ Ω1 ` dǫ1 ` rω0, ǫ1s ` rrω´1,̟1s, ω1s ` rrω´1,̟1s, ǫ1s
“ Ω1 ` drω0,̟1s `
1
2
drrω´1,̟1s,̟1s ` rω0, d̟1s ` rω0, rω0,̟1ss
`
1
2
rω0, rrω´1,̟1s,̟1ss ` rrω´1,̟1s, ω1s ` rrω´1,̟1s, d̟1s
` rrω´1,̟1s, rω0,̟1ss `
1
2
rrω´1,̟1s, rrω´1,̟1s,̟1ss
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“ Ω1 `
1
2
rrΩ´1,̟1s,̟1s `
1
2
rrrω´1, ω0s,̟1s,̟1s ` rΩ0,̟1s
` rrω´1, ω1s,̟1s ´
1
2
rω´1, rrω0,̟1s,̟1ss ´ rω´1, rω1,̟1ss
´
1
2
rω´1, rd̟1,̟1ss ´
1
6
rω´1, rrrω´1,̟1s,̟1s,̟1ss
“ Ω1 ´
1
2
rω´1, rrω0,̟1s,̟1ss ´ rω´1, rω1,̟1ss
´
1
2
rω´1, rd̟1,̟1ss ´
1
6
rω´1, rrrω´1,̟1s,̟1s,̟1ss .
Since rh2 “ 0, all terms except Ω1 are trivial, hence Ω1 “ Ω11. 
Theorem 4.3. Let H1,1prh,W q “ H2,1prh,W q “ 0. Given 0 ď p ď 2, if P is
locally immersible into rP to order p, then:
i) for any x P M , the value rΩp´1|xs of the essential pG, rGq-curvature
of an admissible tuple ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q depends only on the frame
u “ sx P P |x; this determines a well-defined map
Rp`1 : P Ñ Hp,2prh,W q Rp`1puq :“ rΩp´1|xs ; (4.4)
ii) the map (4.4) is G7-equivariant with respect to its action on P via
the isomorphism G » G7{N7 and its standard actions on W and rh;
iii) the map (4.4) vanishes identically if and only if P is locally im-
mersible into rP to order p` 1.
Proof. Let s, s1 : U Ă M Ñ P be two fixed local sections on the same
contractible U , hence of the form s1 “ s ˝ g´1 for some g : U Ñ G. If
p7 : G7 Ñ G “ G7{N7 is the natural projection, then g “ p7 ˝ g7 for some
g7 : U Ñ G7.
As usual, for any admissible tuple ps, ω0, . . . , ωp´1q associated with s,
we use the frame sx to identify at each x P U the 1-forms ω
r|x and the
associated curvatures Ωr with elements in Cprh,W q. On the other hand, for
the admissible tuples ps1, ω10, . . . , ω1p´1q associated with s1, we use s1x (and
not sx) to make the corresponding identifications for ω
1r|x and Ω
1r.
Case p “ 0. Let ω´1, ω1´1 be the W -valued 1-forms associated with s, s1 as
in (3.3) and Ω´1, Ω1´1 the corresponding total pG, rGq-curvatures. A direct
computation shows that
Ω1´1 “ g7 ¨ Ω
´1 ` B
´
R
g´1
7
pdg7 ˝ s
1q
¯
, (4.5)
where we denote by Rg7 the natural right action of g7 on TG7. It follows
that rΩ1´1s “ g7 ¨ rΩ
´1s. From this, the transitivity of the action of G on the
fibers of P , and the fact that s1x “ sx implies g7|x “ e, (i) and (ii) follow.
Claim (iii) follows from Theorem 3.4.
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Case p “ 1. Let P be immersible in rP to order 1. Consider an admissible
tuple ps, ω0q with associated total pG, rGq-curvature Ω0. By definition it
satisfies Ω´1 “ ´Bω0. Since H1,1prh,W q “ 0, we know that two admissible
tuples ps, ω0q and pps, pω0q with s “ ps are always strongly equivalent, hence
with the same essential curvature of order 2 (see remarks before Proposition
4.2).
Now equation (4.5) and the fact that the generalized Spencer operator is
G7-equivariant yield
Ω1´1 “ g7 ¨ p´Bω
0q ` B
´
R
g´1
7
pdg7 ˝ s
1q
¯
“ ´B
´
g7 ¨ ω
0 ´R
g´1
7
pdg7 ˝ s
1q
¯
,
that is
´
s1, g7¨pω
0˝s´1q ´R
g´1
7
pdg7q
¯
is admissible. Further, a direct com-
putation shows that the total curvature Ω10 of this admissible tuple is
Ω10 “ g7 ¨ Ω
0. By the above remark this implies that rΩ10s “ g7 ¨ rΩ
0s
independently of the choice of ω0 and ω10. This yields (i), (ii) and (iii) with
the same arguments of the case p “ 0.
Case p “ 2. Let P be immersible in rP to order 2. Since H1,1prh,W q “
H2,1prh,W q “ 0, by the remarks before Proposition 4.2 any two admissi-
ble tuples ps, ω0q, pps, pω0q with s “ ps are strongly equivalent and the sets
Aps,ω0q, Apps,pω0q consist both of just one element, say ω1 and pω1 respectively.
By Proposition 4.2 the total pG, rGq-curvatures of ps, ω0, ω1q and pps, pω0, pω1q
coincide, meaning that such curvature depends only on s.
Let us consider now an admissible tuple ps, ω0, ω1q and the admissible
tuple ps1, ω10, ω11q where ω10 is as in the previous case and ω11 “ g7¨pω
1˝s´1q.
The associated curvatures satisfy Ω11 “ g7 ¨Ω
1. By the above remark this im-
plies that Ω11 “ g7 ¨Ω
1 independently of the choice of pω0, ω1q and pω10, ω11q.
This yields (i), (ii) and (iii) with the same arguments as above. 
5. Applications
5.1. Riemannian immersions into spaces of constant curvature. Let pĂM, rgq
be a Riemannian manifold of dimension rn and rπ : rP “ OrgpĂM q Ñ ĂM the
OrnpRq-structure given by the orthonormal frames
OrgpĂM q “ tpeiq P LpĂMq | rgpei, ejq “ δij , 1 ď i, j ď rnu .
Any n-dimensional submanifoldM Ă ĂM is rP -regular so that one can always
consider the induced G-structure π : P Ñ M , which is the orthonormal
frame bundle of the Riemannian metric g induced onM by rg. It follows that,
given two Riemannian manifolds pM,gq and pĂM, rgq, the local immersibility
of π : OgpMq Ñ M into rπ : OrgpĂM q Ñ ĂM is equivalent to the existence of
local isometric immersions of pM,gq into pĂM, rgq.
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Let us consider now the problem of the existence of a local isometric
immersion of an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold pM,gq into a space of
constant curvature ko, that is of the local immersibility of P “ OgpMq in
the homogeneous rG-structure p rH{ rK, rP q with
rH “
$&% SOrnpRq ˙ R
rn if ko “ 0
SOrn`1pRq if ko “ 1
SOrn,1pRq if ko “ ´1
, rK “ SOrnpRq ,
and rP the orthonormal frame bundle of the homogeneous Riemannian man-
ifold pĂM “ rH{ rK, rgq, that is Rrn, Srn or Hrn with their standard metrics of
curvatures ko “ 0, 1,´1 respectively.
These homogeneous spaces are reductive with quasi-graded Lie algebrasrh “ rh´1 ` rh0 where rh´1 “ Rrn , rh0 “ sornpRq ,
with Lie brackets defined by
rA, vs “ Av P rh´1 , rv1, v2s “ kopv2 b xv1, ¨y ´ v1 b xv2, ¨yq P rh0 ,
for any v, v1, v2 P rh´1 and A P rh0.
For our purposes, it is convenient to consider the decomposition of rh0 into
the following vector subspaces
sornpRq“
"ˆ
A ´Bt
B D
˙
|A P sonpRq , B P R
rn´n b pRnq˚ , D P sorn´npRq
*
“sopW q `WK bW ˚ ` sopWKq withW “ Rn , WK “ Rrn´n . (5.1)
In rh0 there is only one annihilator, that is c01 “ sopWKq, and from now on
we consider c0K1 “ sopW q `W
K bW ˚ as a fixed complementary subspace.
By the results of §3.2 there exists a local isometric immersion of pM,gq
in pĂM, rgq if and only if there is a pair ps, ω0q consisting of:
1) a local section s : U Ă M Ñ OgpMq, i.e. a field of g-orthonormal
frames which we use to identify any tangent space TxM withW “ R
n
and to define the 1-form
ω´1|xpwq “ pw
1, . . . , wn, 0, . . . , 0q , w “ pwiq PW » TxM , x P U ;
2) a sornpRq-valued local 1-form ω0 satisfying the equations
rω´1, ω0s “ ´dω´1 , (5.2)
Ω0 “ dω0 `
1
2
rω0, ω0s “ 0 . (5.3)
According to (5.1) we decompose ω0 “ ωsopW q`ωW
KbW˚ `ωsopW
Kq so that
(5.2) is equivalent to the following equations for any x P U and w1, w2 PW
´ ωsopW qx pw2qpw1q ` ω
sopW q
x pw1qpw2q “ ´dω
´1|xpw1, w2q , (5.4)
´ ωW
KbW˚
x pw2qpw1q ` ω
WKbW˚
x pw1qpw2q “ 0 . (5.5)
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By classical arguments equation (5.4) has a unique solution ωsopW q, namely
the connection 1-form of the Levi-Civita covariant derivative ∇LC of pM,gq.
On the other hand, if NM is the trivial vector bundle NM “ UˆWK Ñ U ,
equation (5.5) means that ωW
KbW˚ can be identified with a symmetric
local section Π of b2TM˚ b NM . We remark that, by the identification
WK “ Rrn´n, the trivial bundle NM has a natural fiber metric, which we
denote by gK, and ωsopW
Kq is the connection 1-form of a covariant derivative
∇K on NM compatible with gK.
Using again (5.1) we now decompose Ω0 into
Ω0 “ ΩsopW q ` ΩW
KbW˚ ` ΩsopW
Kq
and we observe that the curvature pΩ01 of level 1 defined in (3.5) and the
complementary curvature rΩ00 of level 0 defined in (3.7) are equal topΩ01 “ ΩsopW q ` ΩWKbW˚ and rΩ00 “ ΩsopWKq .
Recall that Ω0 “ pΩ01 ` rΩ00. A simple computation shows
ΩsopW q “ dωsopW q `
1
2
rωsopW q, ωsopW qs ´ pωW
KbW˚qt ¨ ωW
KbW˚
`
1
2
rω´1, ω´1s ,
ΩW
KbW˚ “ dωW
KbW˚ ` ωW
KbW˚ ¨ ωsopW q ` ωsopW
Kq ¨ ωW
KbW˚ ,
ΩsopW
Kq “ dωsopW
Kq `
1
2
rωsopW
Kq, ωsopW
Kqs ´ ωW
KbW˚ ¨ pωW
KbW˚qt .
Let ∇ “ ∇LC `∇K be the covariant derivative on TM ‘NM determined
by the connection 1-form ωsopW q ` ωsopW
Kq and denote by R its curvature.
We remark that ∇ is compatible with the fiber metric g ` gK.
Equation (5.3) splits into the equations pΩ01 “ ΩsopW q ` ΩWKbW˚ “ 0
and pΩ00 “ ΩsopWKq “ 0. One can check that the first corresponds to the
Gauss-Codazzi equations
gpRXY Z,W q ´ g
KpΠpY,Zq,ΠpX,W qq ` gKpΠpX,Zq,ΠpY,W qq
` kopgpX,ZqgpY,W q ´ gpY,ZqgpX,W qq “ 0 ,
and
p∇XΠqpY,Zq ´ p∇YΠqpX,Zq “ 0 ,
for any X,Y,Z,W P XpMq. The second one corresponds to the Ricci equa-
tions
gKpRXY µ, νq `
nÿ
i“1
gKpΠpX, eiq, µqg
KpΠpY, eiq, νq
´
nÿ
i“1
gKpΠpX, eiq, νqg
KpΠpY, eiq, µq “ 0 ,
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for any X,Y P XpMq and local sections µ, ν of NM , with teiu a fixed local
orthonormal frame field of pM,gq.
By these observations it follows that, in this case, the results of §3.2 yield
the classical result that a Riemannian manifold pM,gq has a local isometric
immersion in a space of constant curvature ko if and only if there exist
a metric bundle pNM, gKq, a compatible connection ∇K, and a symmetric
tensor Π that satisfy the Gauss-Codazzi and Ricci equations (see e.g. [21]).
Remark 5.1. For Riemannian immersions into Euclidean spaces, i.e. with
ko “ 0, the homogeneous rG-structure p rH{ rK, rP q is flat k-reductive and one
can discuss the obstructions to the generalized integrability problem as in
§3.3. In this situation the only relevant cohomology groups are H0,2prg,W q
and H1,2prg,W q with rg “ sornpRq and W “ Rn. One can directly check that
H0,2psornpRq,Rnq “ 0 (this is equivalent to the fact that (5.4) and (5.5) are
always solvable) and
H1,2psornpRq,W q » H1,2psonpRq,W q `WK b R2,1 ` sopWKq b Λ2W ˚ ,
where R2,1 is the unique glpW q-irreducible submodule of W ˚bΛ2W ˚ which
is different from Λ3W ˚ (that is the kernel of complete antysimmetrization).
As rh1 “ 0, the cohomology class of Ω0 is trivial if and only if each of the
three components
ΩsopW q|x P H
1,2psonpRq,W q , Ω
WKbW˚ |x PW
K b R2,1 and
ΩsopW q|x P sopW
Kq b Λ2W ˚ ,
is equal to zero, that is the Gauss, the Codazzi and the Ricci equations are
respectively satisfied.
Remark 5.2. We observe that the cohomology groups introduced in §3.3
are different from those considered by Rosly and Schwarz in [16]. In that
paper the authors claimed that the only obstructions to the generalized
integrability problem into flat k-reductive rG-structures are represented by
the non-trivial classes in such cohomology groups ([16, Appendix C]). On the
other hand, in the case of Riemannian immersions into an Euclidean space
one can check that the only non-trivial Rosly and Schwarz cohomology group
is identifiable with the subspace H1,2psonpRq,R
nq of H1,2psornpRq,Rnq. This
means that the set of Rosly and Schwarz obstructions correspond just to the
Gauss equation and seems therefore not to be complete.
5.2. Conformal immersions into a conformally flat space. Let pĂM, rgq be
an rn-dimensional Riemannian manifold and rπ : rP “ COrgpĂMq Ñ ĂM the
COrnpRq-structure of conformal frames
COrgpĂMq “ !peiq P LpĂMq | rgpei, ejq “ cδij , 1 ď i, j ď rn , c P p0,`8q) .
Any n-dimensional submanifold M Ă ĂM is rP -regular and has an induced
G-structure π : P ÑM , naturally identifiable with the bundle of conformal
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frames of the induced Riemannian metric g. It follows that, given two Rie-
mannian manifolds pM,gq, pĂM, rgq, the existence of local conformal immer-
sions of pM,gq into pĂM, rgq is equivalent to the existence of a local immersion
of π : COgpMq Ñ M into rπ : COrgpĂMq Ñ ĂM . Due to this, the existence of
a local conformal immersion of pM,gq in the homogeneous conformally flat
space pSrn, rgq is equivalent to the local immersibility of π : COgpMq ÑM in
the homogeneous rG-structure pSrn “ SOrn`1,1pRq{ rK, rP q with rP “ COrgpSrnq
and rK an appropriate parabolic subgroup.
This homogeneous rG-structure is flat k-reductive and associated with the
graded Lie algebra rh “ sorn`1,1pRq with gradingrh “ rh´1 ` rh0 ` rh1 “ V ` copV q ` V ˚ , where V “ Rrn ,
and Lie brackets determined by the standard action of copV q on V and V ˚
and the bracket between α P V ˚ and v P V defined by
rα, vs “ v b α´ 6pαb vq ` αpvqI . (5.6)
Here 6 : V ˚ b V Ñ V b V ˚ is the natural isomorphism induced by the
standard scalar product x¨, ¨y of V “ Rrn. The isotropy subalgebra isrk “ rh0 ` rh1 “ copV q ` V ˚ .
We recall that when rn ě 3, rh is the maximal prolongation of copV q ([9, 20]).
For the case of conformal immersions into a conformally flat Riemannian
space, the analogues of the Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci equations are provided
by the following theorem.
We first need to fix some notation. Let pM,gq be an n-dimensional Rie-
mannian manifold with Levi-Civita connection ∇LC and rn ě n. Given two
symmetric tensors b, b1 of type p0, 2q on M , we also denote by b 7 b1 their
Kulkarni-Nomizu product, namely the p0, 4q-tensor defined by
b7 b1pX,Y,Z,W q “ bpX,Zqb1pY,W q ` bpY,W qb1pX,Zq
´ bpX,W qb1pY,Zq ´ bpY,Zqb1pX,W q .
Theorem 5.3. Given a conformal immersion ı : pM,gq ÝÑ pRrn, x¨, ¨yq with
ı˚x¨, ¨y “ e2fg for a smooth function f , the quadruple p∇K,Π, B,Dq formed
by the restriction ∇K of the Levi-Civita connection of pRrn, x¨, ¨yq along the
normal bundle NM of M and the tensors
Π “ e´f ¨Π ,
B “ Hesspfq ´ df d df `
1
2
gp∇f,∇fqg ,
D “ ef ¨ Πp∇f, ¨q ,
where Π is the second fundamental form of pM,e2f gq Ă pRrn, x¨, ¨yq and ∇f
and Hesspfq are the gradient and the Hessian of f w.r.t. g, satisfies the
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following equations for any X,Y,Z,WPXpMq and µ, νPΓpNMq:
gpRXY Z,W q ´ xΠpY,Zq,ΠpX,W qy ` xΠpX,Zq,ΠpY,W qy
“ ´g 7BpX,Y,Z,W q , (5.7)
p∇XΠqpY,Zq ´ p∇YΠqpX,Zq “ DpXqgpY,Zq ´DpY qgpX,Zq , (5.8)
xRXY µ, νy `
nÿ
i“1
xΠpX, eiq, µyxΠpY, eiq, νy
´
nÿ
i“1
xΠpX, eiq, νyxΠpY, eiq, µy “ 0 , (5.9)
p∇XBqpY,Zq ` xDpXq,ΠpY,Zqy is symmetric in X,Y, (5.10)
p∇XD5qpY, µq `
nÿ
i“1
xΠpX,Eiq, µyBpY,Eiq is symmetric in X,Y, (5.11)
where R is the curvature of the covariant derivative ∇ “ ∇LC `∇K on the
vector bundle TM ‘NM ÑM , teiu a fixed local orthonormal frame field of
pM,gq and 5 : NM Ñ NM˚ the natural isomorphism induced by x¨, ¨y|NM .
Proof. The equations (5.7)-(5.9) are a consequence of the Gauss-Codazzi-
Ricci equations for the isometric immersion pM,e2fgq Ă pRrn, x¨, ¨yq and the
explicit expressions of Levi-Civita connection and curvature of g1 “ e2fg in
terms of g and f (see e.g. [6, Thm. 1.159]; caution: we use a definition
of curvature which is opposite in sign to the one in [6]). Equations (5.10)
and (5.11) follow from the definitions of B and D by a somehow long but
straightforward computation. 
The contents of §3.3 yield the following theorem which shows that the
above equations are actually necessary and sufficient conditions for the ex-
istence of local conformal immersions into conformally flat spaces. This is a
result that was actually first obtained by Akivis ([1], see also [2, Theorem
3.1.5]) using the method of moving frames.
In the statement of this theorem, given an open subset U ĂM , we denote
by NM “ U ˆWK Ñ U the trivial vector bundle with fiber WK “ Rrn´n
and natural fiber metric determined by the standard inner product x¨, ¨y|WK .
Theorem 5.4. Let pM,gq be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold andrn ě n, rn ě 3. Then, for any x PM , there exists a local conformal immersion
of pM,gq around x into pSrn, rgq if and only if for some neighborhood U ĂM
of x there is a quadruple p∇K,Π, B,Dq consisting of
i) a metric connection ∇K : TM |U ˆNM Ñ NM ,
ii) a local section Π of S2T ˚M bNM ,
iii) a local section B of S2T ˚M ,
iv) a local section D of T ˚M bNM ,
which satisfies (5.7)´(5.11).
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Proof. According to the decomposition (5.1) of sopV q we consider the de-
composition of rh0 “ copV q into the vector subspaces
copV q “ sopV q ` R “ sopW q `WK bW ˚ ` sopWKq ` R . (5.12)
We also consider the decomposition of rh1 “ V ˚ given by
V ˚ “W ˚ ` pWKq˚ . (5.13)
Since rh1 ‰ p0q, by the results of §3.2 there exists a local conformal immersion
of pM,gq into pSrn, rgq if and only if there is an admissible triple ps, ω0, ω1q,
that is a triple consisting of:
1) a local section s : U Ă M Ñ COgpMq, i.e. a field of g-conformal
frames which we use to identify any tangent space TxM withW “ R
n
and define the 1-form
ω´1|xpwq “ pw
1, . . . , wn, 0, . . . , 0q , w “ pwiq P W » TxM , x P U .
By the observation before Definition 3.2 we may assume without loss
of generality that s is a field of g-orthonormal frames (in particular g
is identified at any point with the standard scalar product x¨, ¨y|W );
2) a copV q-valued local 1-form ω0 satisfying the equation
rω´1, ω0s “ ´dω´1; (5.14)
3) a V ˚-valued local 1-form ω1 satisfying the equations
rω´1, ω1s “ ´Ω0 “ ´dω0 ´
1
2
rω0, ω0s , (5.15)
Ω1 “ dω1 ` rω1, ω0s “ 0 . (5.16)
According to (5.12) we decompose ω0 “ ωsopW q`ωW
KbW˚`ωsopW
Kq`ωR
and (5.14) is equivalent to the following equations for any x P U , w1, w2 P W :
´dω´1|xpw1, w2q “ ´ ω
sopW q
x pw2qpw1q ` ω
sopW q
x pw1qpw2q
´ ωRx pw2qpw1q ` ω
R
x pw1qpw2q , (5.17)
0 “´ ωW
KbW˚
x pw2qpw1q ` ω
WKbW˚
x pw1qpw2q . (5.18)
From now on we consider the solution of (5.17) determined by ωR “ 0 and
the connection 1-form ωsopW q of ∇LC . Equation (5.18) means that ωW
KbW˚
can be identified with a symmetric local section Π of b2TM˚bNM . Finally
we observe that ωsopW
Kq is the connection 1-form of a metric connection ∇K
on NM .
Since ωR “ 0 we can argue in complete analogy with §5.1 and decompose
Ω0 according to (5.12)
Ω0 “ ΩsopW q ` ΩW
KbW˚ ` ΩsopW
Kq .
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The explicit expressions of each component ΩsopW q, ΩW
KbW˚ and ΩsopW
Kq is
as in §5.1. Further, according to (5.13), we decompose ω1 “ ωW
˚
` ωpW
Kq˚
so that equation (5.15) splits into the following set of equations
ΩsopW qpw1, w2q “ ´w2 b ω
W˚pw1q ` 6pω
W˚pw1q b w2q
` w1 b ω
W˚pw2q ´ 6pω
W˚pw2q b w1q ,
ΩW
KbW˚pw1, w2q “ 6pω
pWKq˚pw1q b w2q ´ 6pω
pWKq˚pw2q b w1q ,
ΩsopW
Kqpw1, w2q “ 0 ,
ωW
˚
pw1qpw2q “ ω
W˚pw2qpw1q .
If we denote by B (resp. D) the local section of b2T ˚M (resp. T ˚MbNM)
which corresponds to the local 1-form ωW
˚
(resp. ωpW
Kq˚), one can check
that the above equations correspond to (5.7), (5.8), (5.9) and the fact that
B is symmetric.
Now according to (5.13) we decompose Ω1 into Ω1 “ ΩW
˚
` ΩpW
Kq˚ . A
simple computation shows
ΩW
˚
“ dωW
˚
´ ωW
˚
¨ ωsopW q ´ ωpW
Kq˚ ¨ ωW
KbW˚ ,
ΩpW
Kq˚ “ dωpW
Kq˚ ´ ωW
˚
¨ pωW
KbW˚qt ´ ωpW
Kq˚ ¨ ωsopW
Kq .
Equation (5.16) splits into ΩW
˚
“ 0 and ΩpW
Kq˚ “ 0. Using equations
(5.7)-(5.9) one can check that the first equation correspond to (5.10) and the
second one to (5.11). By these observations and the general results of §3.2 it
follows that a Riemannian manifold pM,gq with a triple p∇K,Π, B,Dq as in
i)-iv) and satisfying (5.7)-(5.11) has a local conformal immersion in pSrn, rgq.
This concludes the proof of the “if” direction of the Theorem.
The “only if” direction follows from Theorem 5.3 and the fact that Srn is
locally conformal to Rrn. 
The results in §3.3 and §4 allow to improve the above theorem and show
that in many cases the system (5.7)-(5.11) is equivalent to a smaller one.
Theorem 5.5. Under the assumption of Theorem 5.4 we have that:
i) If n ě 4 any solution p∇K,Π, B,Dq of (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) automatically
satisfies (5.10) and (5.11) as well;
ii) If rn “ n ` 1, local conformal immersions as hypersurfaces exist if and
only if there are tensors Π, B,D as in Theorem 5.4 satisfying (5.7), (5.8),
(5.10) and (5.11) with ∇K the flat connection. Moreover
a) if n “ 2 there is always a solution pΠ, B,Dq of (5.7) and (5.8),
b) if n ě 4 any solution pΠ, B,Dq of (5.7), (5.8) automatically satisfy
(5.10) and (5.11) as well.
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Proof. We first determine the cohomology groups Hp,2prh,W q associated
with rh “ sorn`1,1pRq and W “ Rn, for any n ď rn. As rh2 “ 0 the only
relevant cases are p “ 0, 1 and 2. We observe that if n “ rn these groups
coincide with the usual Spencer groups Hp,2pconpRqq of conpRq and (see [15])
Hp,2pconpRqq ‰ 0 only when iq p “ 2, n “ 3 and iiq p “ 1, n ě 4 .
Further, for any n ă rn, one can directly check that H0,2prh,W q “ 0 (this is
equivalent to the fact that (5.17) and (5.18) are always solvable).
Consider an element ω1 P C2,2prh,W q “ V ˚ b Λ2W ˚ and decompose it
according to (5.13) into ω1 “ ωW
˚
` ωpW
Kq˚ . From definitions it follows
BωW
˚
P copW q b Λ3W ˚ , BωpW
Kq˚ PWK bW ˚ b Λ3W ˚ ,
so that the vanishing of Bω1 “ BωW
˚
` BωpW
Kq˚ is equivalent to
BωW
˚
“ 0 (5.19)
and
BωpW
Kq˚ “ 0 . (5.20)
If n “ 2, Λ3W ˚ “ 0 so that (5.19) and (5.20) are always trivially satisfied.
If n ě 3 one can directly show that (5.20) implies ωpW
Kq˚ “ 0.
As rh2 “ 0 one has H2,2prh,W q “ Z2,2prh,W q and by the above discussion
H2,2prh,W q » #H2,2pconpRqq if n ě 3 ,
V ˚ b Λ2W ˚ if n “ 2 .
(5.21)
In particular H2,2prh,W q is trivial when n ě 4, for any rn.
Consider now an element ω0 P C1,2prh,W q “ copV qbΛ2W ˚ and decompose
it according to (5.12) into ω0 “ ωsopW q`ωW
KbW˚`ωsopW
Kq`ωR. Equation
Bω0 “ 0 splits into the following two equations
BωsopW q ` BωR “ 0 and BωW
KbW˚ “ 0 .
Let also ω1 P C2,1prh,W q “ V ˚ bW ˚ and decompose it according to (5.13)
into ω1 “ ωW
˚
` ωpW
Kq˚ . Using (5.6) one can check that the equation
Bω1 “ ω0 is equivalent to
BωW
˚
“ ωsopW q ` ωR and BωpW
Kq˚ “ ωW
KbW˚ .
The above discussion together with a direct computation and a dimensional
argument shows that
H1,2prh,W q » #H1,2pconpRqq `WK b R2,1W˚ ` sopWKq b Λ2W ˚ if n ě 3 ,
WK b R
2,1
W˚
` sopWKq b Λ2W ˚ if n “ 2 ,
(5.22)
and
dim
R2,1
W ˚
“
n3 ´ 4n
3
,
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where R2,1 ĂW ˚ b Λ2W ˚ is the kernel of complete antysimmetrization. In
particular H1,2prh,W q is trivial when n “ 2, rn “ 3.
Point (i) of the theorem is a direct consequence of (5.21), Theorem 3.4,
the proof of Theorem 5.4 and, finally, of the observation that the essential
curvature rΩ1s is naturally identified with the total curvature Ω1. Point
(ii) of the theorem follows similarly from (5.21) and (5.22) and by applying
Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 5.4 when rn “ n ` 1, WK is 1-dimensional and
sopWKq “ 0. 
Remark 5.6. If n “ 3 neither the groupH1,2prh,W q norH2,2prh,W q vanishes
and the system (5.7)-(5.11) can not be reduced simply as in Theorem 5.5.
5.3. CR immersions into Cn. Let pĂM, rJq be an almost complex manifold,
a real manifold of even dimension rn “ 2rm with a tensor rJ : TĂM Ñ TĂM
satisfying rJ2 “ ´I. Fix an integer 0 ď k ď rm ´ 1 and consider the rG-
structure on ĂM , rG » GL rmpCq,rP rJ “ !peiq P LpĂM q | e rm´k`i “ rJei for any 1 ď i ď rm´ k and
e2 rm´k`i “ rJe2p rm´kq`i for any 1 ď i ď k) .
One may check that a generic submanifold M Ă ĂM of dimension n “ rn´ k
is rP -regular and it is endowed with
i) a rank 2prm´ kq distribution D Ă TM ,
ii) a tensor J : DÑ D satisfying J2 “ ´I,
that is pM,D, Jq is an almost CR manifold of CR codimension k. The
induced G-structure on M is
PD,J “
!
peiq P LpMq | ei P D if 1 ď i ď 2prm´ kq and
e rm´k`j “ Jej if 1 ď j ď rm´ k( .
In this case the group N7 defined in (1.2) is trivial so that G is naturally
identified with the group G7 defined in (1.1).
It follows that, given an almost CR manifold pM,D, Jq of real dimension
n “ rn´k and CR codimension k and an almost complex manifold pĂM, rJq of
real dimension rn “ 2rm, the existence of a local CR immersion of pM,D, Jq
into pĂM, rJq is equivalent to the existence of a local immersion of the associ-
ated bundle PD,J into the bundle rP rJ of ĂM . In particular, the existence of a
local CR immersion of pM,D, Jq into C rm, endowed with the standard com-
plex structure rJo, is equivalent to the local immersibility of π : PD,J Ñ M
into the rG-structure rπ : rP rJo Ñ C rm.
The latter is homogeneous and flat but it is not of finite type, since the
maximal prolongation rh8 “ ř8p“´1 rhp8 of rg “ gl rmpCq is infinite dimen-
sional (see e.g. [9]). However the notions of immersibility to order p and
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of generalized cohomology still make sense and, in the real analytic setting,
immersibility at any order still yields complete immersibility ([7, 16]).
The next proposition provides the relevant cohomology groups. We first
need to fix some notation. LetW » Rn (resp. U » R2p rm´kq) be the subspace
of V “ Rrn determined by the vanishing of the last k (resp. 2k) standard
coordinates. We also denote by WK (resp. UK) the subspace of V (resp.
W ) determined by the vanishing of the first n (resp. 2prm ´ kq) standard
coordinates of V . There are vector space direct sum decompositions
V “W `WK » Rn ` Rk , W “ U ` UK » R2p rm´kq ` Rk .
Proposition 5.7. All groups Hp,2prh8,W q, p ě 1, are trivial.
Proof. We recall that the pp´ 1qth-component of the maximal prolongationrh8 of rg “ gl rmpCq is rhp´18 “ C rm bC SppC rmq˚ and it has a natural structure
of complex vector space (see e.g. [9]).
We also note that, since any v PWK satisfies rJov P UK ĂW , it is possible
to extend any element ωp´1 P Cp,2prh8,W q “ rhp´18 b Λ2W ˚ to an elementrωp´1 P Cp,2prh8, V q “ rhp´18 b Λ2V ˚, setting
rωp´1pv1, v2q :“ ´ωp´1p rJov1, rJov2q for all v1, v2 P WK ,rωp´1pv1, w2q :“ ´iωp´1p rJov1, w2q for all v1 P WK , w2 PW .
We finally observe that the generalized Spencer operator on Cp,2prh8, V q
is just the usual Spencer operator and that the corresponding cohomology
Hp,2prh8, V q is just the Spencer group Hp,2pgl rmpCqq of gl rmpCq. It is known
that this group is trivial for any p ě 1 ([7, 12]).
Now, one can check that if Bωp´1 “ 0 then also Brωp´1 “ 0. From this
fact, for all p ě 1 and ωp´1 with Bωp´1 “ 0, one has
rωp´1 “ Brωp for some rωp P Cp`1,1prh8, V q so that
ωp´1 “ Bωp where ωp “ rωp|W P Cp`1,1prh8,W q .
In other words Hp,2prh8,W q “ 0 for every p ě 1. 
Now, we observe that any coboundary T P B0,2prh8,W q is the restriction
to Λ2W of some rT P B0,2prh8, V q and
B0,2prh8, V q “ !rT P V b Λ2V ˚ | for every v1, v2 P V
rT pv1, v2q ´ rT p rJov1, rJov2q “ ´ rJo rT p rJov1, v2q ´ rJo rT pv1, rJov2q) .
From this, one gets that the vector space
B0,2prh8,W q XW b Λ2W ˚
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is formed by all maps T PW b Λ2W ˚ satisfying
T pu1, u2q ´ T p rJou1, rJou2q P U ,
T pu1, u2q ´ T p rJou1, rJou2q “ ´ rJoT p rJou1, u2q ´ rJoT pu1, rJou2q , (5.23)
for any u1, u2 P U . By Proposition 5.7, all the essential curvatures of order
bigger than 1 of an admissible tuple are trivial. Thus an analytic almost CR
manifold has a local CR immersion in C rm if and only if the total curvature
Ω´1 : U ĂM Ñ Z0,2prh8,W q (5.24)
takes values in the space of coboundaries B0,2prh8,W q. We remark that, by
its very definition, the map (5.24) always takes values in W b Λ2W ˚. It
follows that pM,D, Jq is locally immersible in C rm if and only if (5.24) takes
values in B0,2prh8,W q XW b Λ2W ˚ and, by equation (5.23), if and only if
rX,Y s ´ rJX, JY s P D and
rX,Y s ´ rJX, JY s “ ´JrJX, Y s ´ JrX,JY s ,
for all sections X,Y of D, i.e. when the almost CR structure is integrable in
the classical sense. We therefore reobtained the classical result by Andreotti
and Hill ([5]) on immersibility of almost CR structures.
5.4. CR-quaternionic immersions into HPn. Let pĂM,Qq be an almost
quaternionic manifold, a real manifold of dimension 4rn with a subbundle
Q of End pTĂMq locally generated by a triple pJ1, J2, J3q of endomorphisms
satisfying
J3 “ J1J2 , J
2
α “ ´I , Jα ˝ Jβ “ ´Jβ ˝ Jα for all 1 ď α, β ď 3 , α ‰ β .
To any pĂM,Qq one can naturally associate a rG-structure rπ : rP Ñ ĂM withrG “ GLrnpHq ¨ Sp1 (see [17, 3]).
Let now M be a real manifold of dimension 4rn ´ 1 endowed with an
embedding TM ãÑ E of its tangent bundle into a vector bundle E ÑM of
rankpEq “ 4rn with a linear quaternionic structure on each fibre. Following
[13] the pair pM,Eq is an almost CR quaternionic manifold (of hypersurface
type). To any such manifold one can naturally associate a G-structure π :
P Ñ M with a particular structure group G which is not semisimple and
has Levi factor isomorphic with SLrn´1pHq ˆ Sp1. We refer to [18] for its
explicit description.
Any hypersurface M of an almost quaternionic manifold ĂM is rP -regular
and inherits an almost CR quaternionic structure, the natural inclusion
TM Ă E :“ TĂM |M . Moreover the above mentioned bundle π : P Ñ M
coincides with the G-structure induced on M Ă ĂM by rπ : rP Ñ ĂM .
It follows that, given an almost CR quaternionic manifold pM,Eq of di-
mension 4rn´1 and an almost quaternionic manifold pĂM,Qq of dimension 4rn,
the existence of a local CR quaternionic immersion of pM,Eq into pĂM,Qq
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is equivalent to the local immersibility of π : P Ñ M into rπ : rP Ñ ĂM . In
particular the existence of a local CR quaternionic immersion of pM,Eq in
the quaternionic projective space ĂM “ HPrn with its standard quaternionic
structure Q “ Qo is equivalent to the local immersibility of π : P Ñ M in
the rG-structure rπ : rPo Ñ HPrn associated with pHPrn, Qoq. This structure is
flat k-reductive with k “ 2. We refer to [18] for the explicit expression of the
maximal prolongation rh8 of rg “ glrnpHq`sp1 and its main properties. In that
paper, it is also proved that the groups H1,1prh8,W q and H2,1prh8,W q are
trival. This fact, a careful analysis of the groups Hp,2prh8,W q and Theorems
1.1, 3.4 and 4.3 yield the following result on CR quaternionic immersions.
In the statement
- E “ C2rn´2 and H “ C2 are the standard representations of
sl2rn´2pCq and sl2pCq respectively,
- Ad is the adjoint representation of sl2rn´2pCq,
- D is the sl2rn´2pCq-irreducible module given by the kernel of the
natural contraction Eb Λ2E˚ Ñ E˚.
Theorem 5.8. Let M be an almost CR quaternionic manifold of dimension
4rn´ 1 ě 7 and π : P ÑM its canonically associated G-structure. Then:
iq there are natural isomorphisms of s-modules, s » sl2rn´2pCq ` sl2pCq,
H0,2prh8,W q b C » Λ2E˚S2H` pD `E˚qS3H` pAd`Λ2E˚qS4H`E˚S5H
H1,2prh8,W q b C » H1,2prgq b C ,
while the cohomology group H2,2prh8,W q vanishes;
iiq there is a canonical G-equivariant map R1 : P Ñ H0,2prh8,W q which
vanishes if M is locally immersible into a quaternionic manifold (i.e. an
almost quaternionic manifold with a compatible torsion-free connection);
iiiq if R1 “ 0 there is a canonical G-equivariant map R2 : P Ñ
H1,2prh8,W q;
ivq M is locally immersible in HPn around any point if and only if R1 “
R2 “ 0.
Remark 5.9. The fact that the essential curvatures R1 and R2 of the
theorem are intrinsically defined objects relies on the non-trivial fact that
H1,1prh8,W q andH2,1prh8,W q vanish. In general these groups do not vanish:
consider the case of isometric immersions into Euclidean spaces where
H1,1psornpRq,W q » H1,1psonpRq,W qlooooooooomooooooooon
“sonpRq1“0
`WK b S2W ˚ ` sopWKq bW ˚ .
The non vanishing of the last two subspaces correspond to the fact that the
existence of a local Riemannian immersion depends on the existence of an
appropriate fundamental form and normal connection.
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